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Better Buildings Challenge 
Encourages Energy Efficiency
NICK DECICCO, SENIOR WRITER, NOVOGRADAC

The Better Buildings Challenge (BBC) is a voluntary leadership initiative that 

encourages businesses, manufacturers, cities, states, universities and school 

districts to commit to boosting their portfolio-wide energy efficiency by at least 20% 

across a 10-year period.

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) issued the 

challenge in 2011. Building types are split into nine 

separate sectors, including a multifamily sector, 

which DOE partnered with the U.S. Department of 

Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to add to the 

challenge in 2013.

Twelve multifamily participants have achieved the 

BBC goal, including San Francisco-based developer 

BRIDGE Housing, which was recognized in June by 

HUD and DOE for achieving more than 40% energy 

savings across its portfolio since 2013.

Kranti Malik, senior portfolio and sustainability 

associate for BRIDGE, said the recognition 

feels amazing.

“I started with BRIDGE four years ago in October,” 

she said. “I didn’t have an understanding of the Better 

Buildings Challenge, but once I understood what the 

challenge entailed, … I thought, ‘this is a no-brainer.’” 

More than 950 BBC partners and allies have shared 

their ideas, strategies and case studies via the Better 

Buildings Solution Center, an online knowledge 

base for participants to collaborate and learn from 

each other as well as from technical experts at the 

DOE National Laboratories and Technology Centers. 

Housing organizations that own or manage at least 

two multifamily buildings of five or more units can 

participate.

The program has seen success. As of 2020, 712,000 

housing units in the multifamily sector were committed 

to the challenge and saved a cumulative total of 21 trillion 

British thermal units and a cumulative cost savings 

of $200 million, said Leslie Zarker, who supports the 

challenge as the senior manager of multifamily housing 

and energy efficiency for global consulting firm ICF.

Image: Courtesy of BRIDGE Housing
A view of the entrance to Copper Creek Apartment Homes, a BRIDGE 
Housing development in San Marcos, California. BRIDGE spent nearly 
$50,000 in green energy endeavors at Copper Creek, including adding 
a high-efficiency heat pump, energy-efficient light-emitting diode lights, 
and smart strip power outlets to minimize energy waste.
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Establishing a Baseline
There are 90 partners in the multifamily sector of the 

challenge, with most focused on affordable housing. 

According to Zarker, when partners join, they commit 

to the practice of utility benchmarking–tracking, 

analyzing and reporting their energy use across their 

portfolios. More than 70% are now able to consistently 

provide energy use data year over year, she said, a 

dramatic jump from 14% in the initial years of the 

multifamily portion of the BBC.

Zarker, as well as a representative for HUD, said the 

primary drivers of partners’ utility benchmarking 

success is HUD-supported technical assistance (TA) 

along with the increasing adoption of benchmarking 

ordinances by local governments. Account managers 

at ICF work to provide TA, working with the program’s 

multifamily housing providers to address their specific 

challenges and concerns. Most of the participants use 

Energy Star Portfolio Manager to establish a baseline 

and track data, said Amy Hook, chief social impact 

officer at Novogradac. Previously, Hook oversaw the 

multifamily portion of the BBC as the senior technical 

specialist at ICF.

Zarker said utility benchmarking is vital to improving 

energy efficiency.

“Properties that benchmark generally reduce more 

energy than those that don’t,” she said. “For owners 

and managers, just knowing how much energy your 

buildings consume is the first step toward saving energy.”

Partners in the challenge establish their baseline 

energy usage metric to then compare their annual 

progress to that baseline over time. Owners and 

managers introduce various approaches to driving 

use down across their portfolio through means such 

as constructing new, high-performance properties, 

retrofitting older structures, adopting green operations 

and maintenance practices and encouraging changes 

to resident and staff behaviors and more, according 

to Zarker.

Engineering Solutions vs. 
Behavioral Solutions
Zarker said one of the boldest partners in the 

challenge is the Bay Area’s Tenderloin Neighborhood 

Development Corporation (TNDC), a nonprofit that 

manages properties exclusively in San Francisco.

Magdalena Szymanska, the sustainability and facilities 

coordinator for TNDC, sorted the nonprofit’s efforts 

into four categories: energy reduction, water reduction, 

carbon emission reduction and increasing the diversion 

rate of waste. TNDC has pledged reduction of targets in 

all four categories within the Better Buildings program.

For TNDC, many properties in its portfolio are older 

buildings, which present difficulties when it comes to 

decreasing energy use. At BRIDGE, Malik said more 

than 85% of its properties were older, which presented 

the challenge of going into existing infrastructure to 

make changes.

Mark Puchalski, director of facilities at TNDC, said 

engineering solutions such as installing low-flow 

showerheads or optimizing heating, venting and air 

conditioning materials helps make sustainability 

decisions for people on a level that is easy and natural. 

Those are solutions he considers most likely to succeed, 

taking precedence over what he called behavioral 

solutions, which involve altering patterns of behavior 

to conserve energy.

“People are like water. They take the path of least 

resistance,” he said. “If we can engineer a solution for 

them, we’ll have much better success.”

Image: Courtesy of Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation
SOMA Studio and Family Apartments, a Tenderloin Neighborhood 
Development Corporation (TNDC) property in San Francisco. TNDC is 
an ambitious participant in the Better Buildings Challenge, a nationwide 
energy-reduction campaign sponsored in conjunction by the U.S. 
Department of Energy, striving for energy reduction, water reduction, 
carbon emission reduction and increasing the diversion of waste.
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Types of behavioral changes include introducing 

different maintenance practices and engaging residents 

in green conservation efforts.

One such behavioral change BRIDGE introduced was 

issuing a green maintenance guide to help property 

staff, managers and maintenance folks implement 

repairs in specific ways, such as using light-emitting 

diode lights when replacing lighting. 

It’s Not Easy Being Green
Malik said that while identifying green solutions 

presents its own hurdles, funding such changes is 

another. BRIDGE has worked with lenders to identify 

possible funding sources, whether that’s working with 

a local energy provider such as Pacific Gas & Electric 

Company and its Multifamily Properties Program for 

energy-efficiency rebates as well as other grant and/or 

incentive programs.

“In affordable housing, it’s hard to have extra cash 

just sitting around to put to something (like this),” 

she said. “We’re using whatever funds are available 

and implementing energy efficiency throughout our 

portfolio. … It’s for the betterment of our portfolio.”

Malik emphasized that it’s easier to include green 

initiatives as buildings are engineered and constructed 

rather than add them at a later date. Hook said that, 

in 2021, the cost of constructing new, energy-efficient 

buildings is comparable to the cost of conventional 

buildings.

“It’s not that green building is more expensive,” Hook 

said. “It’s that we have to retrofit an old building.”

Puchalski encouraged governments to work toward 

greater tax incentives as well as urged people in 

community development to consider return-on-

investment as more than merely economic.

“As we invest in new technology, we invest in the 

technological of health of our communities, our tenants, 

our employees,” he said. “This really is a crisis situation. 

We have to look at return on investment as more than 

just money. It’s about the health of our communities, all 

the way up to the health of the planet. That’s really what 

we’re struggling to accomplish here. We’re trying to do 

as much as we can do.”

Looking Forward
Zarker said the next frontier is engaging participants 

to reduce their carbon emissions. Six multifamily 

partners have joined the Better Buildings Low Carbon 

Pilot program, including TNDC.

The pilot asks participants to craft potential solutions 

to lower the carbon load for at least two buildings 

within their portfolio.

“They don’t always know how they’re getting there, but 

they’re committed,” Zarker said.

A representative for HUD included low- or no-

carbon building strategies among a cadre of issues 

moving forward in the multifamily sector, including 

growing awareness of the vulnerability of the sector 

to and the overall need to address climate change. 

The representative also pointed to greater resilience 

to power outages, deeper retrofits, and recognizing 

environmental challenges such as the increased 

vulnerability to flooding, especially in coastal areas, 

along with wildfires and drought. 

BRIDGE is considering its next move, Malik said.

“Our work toward greening is not going to stop just 

because we have achieved our BBC goal,” Malik said. “As 

California progresses in energy efficiency and continues 

toward reducing greenhouse gas emissions, state and 

local ordinances around energy benchmarking will 

continue to drive our work in sustainability. This will 

help keep the longevity of our properties and better 

prepare our properties against increasing energy costs 

across the state.”

Szymanska had words of wisdom for developers, public 

housing authorities or others in community development 

who are just getting started on greening efforts.

“Focus on one building,” she said. “Do some small 

project and measure the results. … Show it’s working. 
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Then do a couple of projects and measure it again. Data 

is key. Then you can spread the work wider and farther.”

Several of the participants said the BBC’s greatest 

value is peer exchange, including Szymanska, who said 

the BBC has helped TNDC organize and connect her 

to others in the same field or who face similar issues 

regionally and nationwide.

“The Better Buildings Challenge, for me, it’s great to 

know what’s happening in the bigger picture in the U.S. 

as a country,” she said.

Puchalski said communication between public and 

private entities along with financing challenges are 

difficulties he sees on the horizon, but encouraged the 

peer exchange of such programs as the BBC.

“Start now,” he said. “Get rebate dollars. Find solutions. 

Reach out to peers. We will help you. … This is not a 

competition against each other. It’s an effort to save the 

planet. I look at it as nothing less than that.” ;
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